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Maybe you've gotten quite a lot of blogs or web sites, every with their own electronic mail
address. To learn your incoming emails means logging into the management panel for each of
your domains, which, depending on how many websites you will have, can grow to be fairly
awkward. There's now a better method to manage all these different e mail accounts by simply
using one single Gmail account. This is very simple to arrange and I'm going to explain how it
can be done.
If you happen to don't already have a Gmail account, you need to first create one. Make a
remark of your new e mail handle as a result of you will need this for later. Now you need go to
your website which you need to forward the emails from and go into its management panel. To
do that, kind in your browser's deal with bar your website address with /cpanel added onto the
end. Then log on.
Relying on your hosting provider and package, each control panel interface might look barely
totally different, but no matter that, they all have the identical functions. Go to the section for
mail and choose 'Forwarders'. You will then be taken to a new page where you are given the
choice to add a forwarder.
Click 'Add Forwarder' and you may be taken to a brand new page the place you choose the
email deal with to forward. You will also see on this web page the choice below 'Vacation spot'
to 'Ahead to e mail address'. Choose this feature and add your Gmail deal with into the box.
Lastly, select 'Add Forwarder'. You've now completed the process to forward your website's
emails to your Gmail account.
Now go browsing to Gmail and go to 'Settings' and choose 'Account and Imports'. A new web
page will appear. Choose 'ship mail from another deal with' and a small box will appear. This
field is for you to enter information about your different email handle, which will probably be your
website's electronic mail address. First, enter the title you wish to seem and under that your
web site's email address. Then click 'Subsequent Step'. On the next page of the field choose
'Send by means of Gmail' and click on 'Subsequent Step'. You'll then be given the selection to
'Send Verification'. Do that and you will now be taken to a brand new web page which asks you
to "Enter and confirm the affirmation code'. To do that, go to you Gmail inbox and there you will
note a brand new electronic mail entitled 'Gmail Affirmation'. If you can not see it within the
inbox, it's in all probability in the spam folder. Open the e-mail and either click the hyperlink to
verify or choose and copy the affirmation code. Return to the verification field, paste within the
code and click 'Confirm'.
Now, as an instance you want to reply to an electronic mail which has just arrived via your
website. Open the email and select 'Reply'. When you find yourself able to ship it, go to the top
of the e-mail the place it says 'From' and select 'change'. You will be given a drop-down menu
showing your totally different email addresses. Select the deal with you wish to use. This
procedure could be automated in order that the email will routinely show the correct address. To
do that, go to your Gmail settings and choose 'Accounts and Imports'. Scroll all the way down to
'When receiving a message:' and select 'Reply from the identical address the message was
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sent to'. Any further the replies you ship will show the deal with of where the unique e-mail had
been sent to earlier than it was forwarded to your Gmail account.
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